
The ( CO)W(CO)URT  brief 

 

Nowadays  architecture increases at high speed.  At this rate more it improves it getting 

hard to find a new paradigm. Architecture is in need of donor and it has been found— 

Naive art that become essential for this project .. The title: (Co)w(Co)urt is a linguistic 

hybrid with no definite meaning.  

Project area is located by the main  river side  of Mtkvari at  the capital of Georgia ,Tbilisi  

this location is conventional  though the edifice can be placed stared from desert to vast 

fields as itself includes utopia  as well as heterotopias  placeless place concept. 

 The project has two plots of uncanny narrative that is the synthesis of the contradicts. 

From polysemic reading one of would be : the cow with rooms .  Paradigm of Resting cow 

in the field which went through the architectural echo camera translated into pneumatic 

construction and become implementable. Despite that it has not lost its version capability.  

In a way, it is represented irrational tissue of the cow literally translated on  architectural 

"langue" and  happened its embodiment from Naive art, coexists  with ,on the other hand, 

the strictly defined plan  of  court.  

Not only Naive art was enough for the reflection of this project despite the statement that 

from architecture can not create architecture.  Overlap of the two texts #1 itself the court 

scheme task and #2  Louis Kahn`s genial plans of  an old castles and fortresses give the new 

paradigm birth .   The name derived from his works "intra muros" completely transformed 

and the free significant wall lost its meaning  by  depriving  the function so do the 

metaphysics and translated into weaving field of grass came into correspondence to the 

wall as well as buffer zone functionally. It made to set walls free and created eco friendly 

environment instead of deaf mass of wall. There is an entropy created with the field with  

zero  walls,  but fields cover / coat the transparent rooms  between the working spaces. As 

it is said : <Justice  measured  in the " intestines" of the cow. > 



the  grass implemented in the edifice    it works as "marsh towers"  and it is used for 

filtration  the water. the edifice acts as an image/ substance that is the code suggesting 

comprehension on a sense level. Itself substance  transforms in to the place  and is  as 

cultural topos . 

As the origin of the cover it can be folded , stored or change the color . the abilities 

mentioned above deprives the edifice its qualities and  Opens the way for a free game.   

The "message " of the project :The court in the cow is the representation of utopia. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 


